
CCA Number CCA11

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 75% high, 25% moderate

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats Moderate

Cultural landscapes Almost all outstanding

Summary

Key characteristics Valley side, with gentle slopes to the west and rising more steeply to 
the east and particularly to the south east towards Portskewett Hill and 
Crown Hill.
Primarily pastoral with some arable to the south with medium-sized 
slightly irregular fields with low-cut hedge boundaries, often with gaps.
Prominent woodland on steep slopes form a positive backcloth and 
enclosure to the east while there are occasional mature oaks in hedges.
Scattered rural dwellings but dominated by horse riding establishment 
at Mount Ballan of semi-rural character.
The residential settlement edge is some distance from the area, 
generally screened by trees, especially around Caldicot Castle.
The upper slopes of the area are visible from Caldicot Castle’s towers.
The area is overlooked by the M48 and is moderately open with some 
views to the wider countryside to the north and to the residential and 
commercial areas to the south and south west respectively.
The M48 and views of the settlement edge reduces the area's 
tranquillity.
There is a listed building at Mount Ballan and there are some small 
areas especially to the north in floodplain. Caldicot Castle is a SAM and 
a listed building in a Conservation Area directly to the west and there is 
a SAM at the The Berries, just to the west.

Landscape sensitivity Medium

The area is of medium sensitivity on average and has a range of sensitivities. The most 
sensitive part of the area is east of Crick Road and around Little Ballan including pastures on 
rising ground with associated woodland which are locally prominent and of positive landscape 
character. A less sensitive area is on lower lying land to the south adjoining, and influenced 
by, existing development. This part of the area has limited intrinsic value although it appears 
to separate Portskewett from Caldicot, although this is not the case. The area around Mount 
Ballan has a semi-rural character which is enhanced by standard oaks and is clearly separated 
from the settlement and close to the Caldicot Castle Conservation Area.

Housing capacity Medium

The capacity for housing in this area is limited to the least sensitive part of the area to the 
south, on lower lying land west of Crick Road as this links into existing housing and is 
contained by rising land to the east. Other parts of the area are unsuitable for housing, 
especially the rising parts west of Crick Road and the north close to the M48 due to their 
character, local prominence and separation from the settlement.

Visual and sensory Moderate

Aspect area value

Historical landscapes High

Site CA01 Settlement: Caldicot
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Comments primarily pastoral with some arable and equestrian centre

Prominence/ importance prominent Complexity simple

Comments eastern wooded slopes form the skyline when viewed from the west

-

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

Skyline

Key views

Designations

Landscape designations 
comments

adjacent Green Wedge to south east

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

Mount Ballan House is listed; adjacent is Caldicot Castle which 
is a SAM and a listed building in a Conservation Area and there 
is a SAM at the The Berries, just to the west

Biodiversity designations 
comments

adjacent is Nedern Brooks SSSI to west

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Yes Conservation Area Yes Listed Building Yes

SAC NNR SINC

SLA

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr) Yes

SSSI RAMSAR

Characteristics

Landform valley side, with gentle slopes to the west and rising more steeply to the east and 
particularly to the south east towards Portskewett Hill and Crown Hill

Landcover primarily pastoral with some arable

Pattern

Settlement pattern scattered rural dwellings but dominated by horse riding establishment 
at Mount Ballan of semi-rural character

Woodland cover prominent woodland on steep slopes form a positive backcloth and 
enclosure to the east while there are occasional mature oaks in hedges

Boundaries medium-sized slightly irregular fields with low-cut hedge boundaries, often with 
gaps

Presence of water Comments minor watercourse to the north

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure moderately open

Diversity diverse

Visual and sensory sensitivity The visual and sensory sensitivity is high
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-

Site observation medium

Comments the upper slopes of the area are intervisible from Caldicot Castle’s towers. 
The area is overlooked by the M48 and is moderately open with some views 
to the wider countryside to the north and to the residential and commercial 
areas to the south and south west respectively.

roads

Views of development some Presence of people frequent

Summary medium

Comments the M48, views of the edge of Caldicot and the equestrian centre reduce 
tranquillity

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area may be managed as part of a wider land holding and has several 
public rights of way linking the settlement with the wider countryside

Nature of edge neutral Form of edge moderately indented

Comments the residential settlement edge is some distance from the area, generally 
screened by trees, especially around Caldicot Castle

From settlement

Landmarks Caldicot Castle’s towers to the west

Detractors M48

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the eastern slopes act as a backcloth to the settlement and the area 
contributes to the wider setting of Caldicot Castle

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Comments -

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually?

...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high

high

medium

high/medium

Comments the main receptors are local residents and users of the public footpaths, M48 
and local roads

Receptors

rural residents

long distance/public footpaths

roads/rail/cycleways

urban residents

Receptors 

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Noise sources
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Other factors -

Potential Improvements -

Other
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CCA Number CCA11

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 40% high, 60% moderate

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats 50% high, 50% moderate

Cultural landscapes Moderate

Designations

Landscape designations 
comments

-

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

Caldicot Castle Conservation Area; SAM at the The Berries

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Yes Conservation Area Yes Listed Building

Summary

Key characteristics Valley floor, floodplain and lower valley sides.
Wetland grassland alongside Nedern Brook and irregular small to 
medium scale fields with gappy low cut hedges with some used by the 
equestrian centre to the east.
Tree cover lies on small-scale steeper slopes/river terraces and on field 
boundaries.
The area is overlooked by the settlement and M48 which reduce 
tranquillity, and the area contributes to the wider setting of Caldicot 
Castle.
Caldicot Castle Conservation Area covers the southern part of the area 
and there is a SAM at the The Berries motte and bailey which lies on the 
edge of the valley floor.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area has high/medium sensitivity as it forms part of the setting for Caldicot Castle [a 
Conservation Area] and part is a nature conservation resource around Nedern Brook as an SSSI 
as well as being a floodplain. It is used partly for recreation and is open countryside viewed 
from the settlement and from the M48. In addition is the historic value of the Berries and its 
setting.

Housing capacity Low

The area has low capacity for housing as it forms part of the setting for Caldicot Castle [a 
Conservation Area] and part is a nature conservation resource around Nedern Brook as an SSSI 
as well as being a floodplain. It is used partly for recreation and is open to view from the 
settlement and from the M48. In addition is the historic value of the Berries and its setting. 
Housing would adversely affect the characteristics of the area and the historic and nature 
conservation value.

Visual and sensory Moderate

Aspect area value

SLA

WHS

Historical landscapes High

Site CA02 Settlement: Caldicot

Visual and sensory sensitivity The visual and sensory sensitivity is high
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Comments pasture with some fields used by the equestrian centre to the east

Prominence/ importance not applicable Complexity

Comments -

views to and from Caldicot Castle

views to and from Caldicot Castle

Site observation medium

Comments the area is intervisible to and from adjacent valley sides and with the M48 
and the towers of Caldicot Castle

roads

Views of development one side 180 Presence of people frequent

Summary medium

Comments the M48, views of the edge of Caldicot and use by equestrian centre reduce 
tranquillity

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks The Berries mott and bailey

Detractors M48

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Biodiversity designations 
comments

Nedern Brooks SSSI covers the valley floor

SAC NNR SINC

Country Park Yes National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr) Yes

SSSI Yes RAMSAR

Characteristics

Landform valley floor, floodplain and lower valley sides

Landcover pasture and wetland grassland

Pattern

Settlement pattern none

Woodland cover tree cover lies on small-scale steeper slopes/river terraces and on field 
boundaries

Boundaries irregular small to medium scale fields with gappy low cut hedges

Presence of water Comments Nedern Brook

Scale small to medium

Sense of enclosure moderately enclosed but open to the M48

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area appears to be managed as part of a wider land holding and has 
several public rights of way linking the settlement with the wider 
countryside. The valley floor is part of a wider SSSI.

Nature of edge negative Form of edge moderately indented

Comments the settlement edge does not touch the area but appears as uniform estate 
development

Corridor?

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area is overlooked by the settlement and the area contributes to the 
wider setting of Caldicot Castle

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Comments -

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually?

...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high

high

high

high/medium

Comments the main receptors are visitors to Caldicot Castle, uses of public footpaths, 
adjacent residents and the users of the M48

Receptors

viewpoints

roads/rail/cycleways

long distance/public footpaths

urban residents

Receptors 

Other factors -

Potential Improvements -

Other
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CCA Number CCA11

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes Almost all high

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats Moderate

Cultural landscapes Moderate, Celtic Trail (High) runs thru

Designations

Landscape designations 
comments

-

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

Church Farm Romano- British settlement- a SAM

Biodiversity designations 
comments

Nedern Brooks SSSI covers the valley floor adjacent

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Yes Conservation Area Yes Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Summary

Key characteristics North and east facing valley slopes with irregular medium scale fields 
with mix of outgrown and low cut hedges and trees.
There are two belts of woodland- one established deciduous woodland 
on steep slopes by the valley floor and the other an advance planting 
screen for permitted development to the east. 
The slopes are prominent especially to users of the M48 and form the 
skyline when viewed from the north east and east.
The settlement edge of estates housing on hilltop visible from north 
east and is a detractor along with the M48 adjacent.
Church Farm Romano- British settlement lies in the area.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area has high/medium sensitivity as it is prominent in views from the east and north east 
including the M48 and has intrinsically sensitive features such as woodland on steep slopes. 
The upper less steep slopes are already allocated for housing.

Housing capacity Medium/low

The area has medium/low capacity for housing as it is prominent in views from the east and 
north-east and has sensitive features such as woodland on steep slopes. There should be no 
more development of housing beyond that which is already built or allocated.

Visual and sensory Moderate

Aspect area value

SLA

WHS

Country Park Yes National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

SSSI Yes RAMSAR

Historical landscapes High

Site CA03 Settlement: Caldicot

Visual and sensory sensitivity The visual and sensory sensitivity is high
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Comments pasture

Prominence/ importance prominent Complexity

Comments the slopes prominent and form skyline when viewed from the north east and 
east

view from M48 travelling west

view from settlement edge to the east

Site observation high

Comments hillside prominent when viewed from the north east and east

roads

Views of development one side 180 Presence of people infrequent

Summary medium

Comments the M48 and views of the edge of Caldicot reduce tranquillity

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area appears to be managed as part of a wider land holding and has 
several public rights of way linking the settlement with the wider 
countryside. The area allocated for housing is also used for informal 
recreation.

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks -

Detractors settlement edge on hilltop to the west; M48

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Floodplain (100yr) Yes
Characteristics

Landform north and east facing valley slopes

Landcover pasture

Pattern

Settlement pattern none

Woodland cover two belts of woodland- one established deciduous woodland on steep 
slopes by valley floor and the other an advance planting screen for 
permitted development to the east. Also trees in hedgerows.

Boundaries irregular medium scale fields with mix of outgrown and low cut hedges

Presence of water Comments -

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure moderately open

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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Nature of edge negative Form of edge smooth/linear

Comments settlement edge of estates housing on hilltop visible from north east

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area forms the middle ground in the first views of Caldicot from the M48

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Comments -

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually?

...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

medium

medium

high/medium

Comments the area is highly visible to users of the M48, local public footpaths and 
overlooked by adjacent residents

Receptors

roads/rail/cycleways

long distance/public footpaths

urban residents

Receptors 

Other factors -

Potential Improvements -

Other
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CCA Number CCA11

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 60% moderate, 30% low, 10% high

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats Almost all moderate

Cultural landscapes Moderate

Designations

Landscape designations 
comments

Country Park in parts

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

Caldicot Castle is a SAM and a listed building [as is Red House] 
within a Conservation Area which covers the entire area

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Yes Conservation Area Yes Listed Building Yes

SAC NNR SINC

Summary

Key characteristics Low lying valley floor on which lies Caldicot Castle which is a visitor 
attraction surrounded by Country Park.
Grassed open spaces enclosed by trees and mixed woodland and 
avenues.
The area is well used by the local population for recreation including 
walking and is well linked into the settlement.
The area acts as a setting to Caldicot Castle and the towers of the 
castle are visible from parts of the settlement.
Caldicot Castle is a SAM and a listed building [as is Red House] within a 
Conservation Area which covers the entire area and part of the area is a 
Country Park.

Landscape sensitivity High

The area has high sensitivity as it comprises Caldicot Casrtle and its setting and is well used as 
a country park. The area is covered by Conservation Area deisgnation with SAM and listed 
buildings.

Housing capacity Low

The area has low capacity for housing as it comprises Caldicot Casrtle and its setting and is 
well used as a country park. The area is covered by Conservation Area deisgnation with SAM 
and listed buildings. Housing would adversely affect the character, setting and enjoyment of 
the area.

Visual and sensory Moderate

Aspect area value

SLA

WHS

Other

SSSI RAMSAR

Historical landscapes 70% outstanding, 30% high

Site CA04 Settlement: Caldicot

Visual and sensory sensitivity The visual and sensory sensitivity is high
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Comments castle is a visitor attraction surrounded by Country Park

Prominence/ importance not applicable Complexity

Comments -

-

glimpse views of castle

Site observation medium

Comments intervisible with valley to the north and valley sides to the north east

people

Views of development one side 180 Presence of people frequent

Summary medium

Comments the area is well used for recreation and despite being adjacent to the 
settlement edge feels tranquil in places due to enclosure

...with settlement significant ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area is well used by the local population for recreation including walking 
and is well linked into the settlement

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks Caldicot Castle and Red House

Detractors -

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

...with settlement significant ...with wider landscape some

Visual relationship of area...

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Country Park Yes National Trail National Cycle Route

Floodplain (100yr) Yes
Characteristics

Landform low lying valley floor

Landcover grassed open spaces enclosed by trees and mixed woodland

Pattern

Settlement pattern castle and Red House only

Woodland cover strong tree cover of mixed woodland belts, boundaries and avenues

Boundaries trees

Presence of water Comments watercourses wind through the castle grounds

Scale small

Sense of enclosure highly enclosed

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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Nature of edge neutral Form of edge moderately indented

Comments the recent estate development to the west is screened by trees generally 
although may become intrusive to the north

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area acts as a setting to Caldicot Castle and the towers of the castle are 
visible from parts of the settlement

Setting?

Comments -

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually?

...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high/medium

high/medium

high

high

Comments the area is overlooked by Caldicot Castle which has many sensitive receptors 
and is well used by people who are sensitive to change

Receptors

urban residents

rural residents

viewpoints

long distance/public footpaths

Receptors 

Other factors -

Potential Improvements -

Other
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CCA Number CCA5

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 85% moderate, 15% low

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats Outstanding

Cultural landscapes Outstanding, Celtic Trail (High) runs thru

Designations

Landscape designations 
comments

in SLA except for small area to the east; small area of Amenity 
Open Space

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

in Gwent Levels Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest 
except for one area centrally; SAM enclosure

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Yes Historic Parks and Gardens

Summary

Key characteristics Generally the area comprises levels with some gentle slopes in places 
and pasture with some arable land.
There is a mix of rectilinear and irregular medium sized fields with a 
mix of low-cut and outgrown hedges and reens in levels areas.
The area is overlooked by the users of the M4 motorway, adjacent 
residents and users of public footpaths.
Pylons/power lines within the area, the M4 and some railway 
infrastructure adjacent are detractors and reduce the area's tranquillity.
The area visually forms part of the Gwent Levels.
Parts of the area are in Gwent Levels SSSI to the east.
All the area is in Gwent Levels Landscape of Outstanding Historic 
Interest except for two areas- to the east and centrally.
All the area is in an SLA except for small area to the east.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area has high/medium sensitivity as it forms part of the Gwent Levels in terms of 
landform, historic and nature conservation value and character and visually and functionally 
connects with the rest of the levels to the south. Parts are covered by SSSI and historic 
designations. The area is used for informal recreation in the form of public footpaths. There 
are sensitive features in the area including reens and floodplain. Despite the detractors within 
the area it forms an important role as part of the continuum of low lying landscapes along and 
close to the Severn Estuary.

Housing capacity Low

The area has low capacity for housing as it forms part of the Gwent Levels in terms of 
landform, historic and nature conservation value and character and visually and functionally 
connects with the rest of the levels to the south. Any housing would detract from this 
openness and character, encroach on floodplain in parts and would bridge the firm boundary 
of the railway which contains housing to the north.

Visual and sensory Moderate

Aspect area value

SLA Yes

WHS

Historical landscapes 70% outstanding, 30% high

Site CA05 Settlement: Caldicot

Visual and sensory sensitivity The visual and sensory sensitivity is high
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Comments pasture with some arable

Prominence/ importance not applicable Complexity

Comments -

settlement visible across area from M4 in places

area forms middle ground in views towards the coast from 
settlement

Site observation medium

Comments the area is intervisible with adjacent landscapes, the M4 and settlement 
edges

roads other

Views of development one side 180 Presence of people infrequent

Summary medium/low

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks -

Detractors pylons/power lines within the area, the M4 and some railway infrastructure 
adjacent

...to key features ...from key place

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Biodiversity designations 
comments

parts are in Gwent Levels SSSI to the east

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Yes Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route Yes

Other

Floodplain (100yr) Yes

SSSI Yes RAMSAR Yes

Characteristics

Landform generally levels with some gentle slopes

Landcover pasture with some arable

Pattern

Settlement pattern none

Woodland cover along M4

Boundaries mix of rectilinear and irregular medium sized fields with a mix of low-cut and 
outgrown hedges and reens in levels areas

Presence of water Comments reens

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure open

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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Comments the area is sandwiched between the settlement and busy mainline railway to 
the north and the M4 to the south with pylons running through it all of which 
reduce tranquillity

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape significant

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area appears to be managed as part of a wider land holding and has 
several public rights of way linking the settlement with the wider 
countryside and coast.The area forms part of the Levels SSSI in part and is a 
nature conservation corridor especially to the east.

Nature of edge negative Form of edge smooth/linear

Comments the settlement edge to the north is defined by the mainline railwayand 
consists of estates partly mitigated by vegetation

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area visually forms part of the Gwent Levels through which the M4 passes

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Comments -

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually?

...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

medium

medium

high

Comments the area is overlooked by the users of the M4 motorway, adjacent residents and 
users of public footpaths

Receptors

roads/rail/cycleways

urban residents

long distance/public footpaths

Receptors 

Other factors -

Potential Improvements -

Other
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CCA Number CCA9

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 85% moderate, 15% low

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats Almost all moderate

Cultural landscapes Almost all moderate

Designations

Landscape designations 
comments

the area is designated as Green Wedge and as Amenity Open Space 
to the east and west

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

Summary

Key characteristics Low lying flat land in floodplain consisting of a mix of pasture, 
recreation ground, allotments, rugby sports ground and a derelict 
industrial site by the railway. 
The fields and enclosures are generally medium in scale bordered by 
outgrown hedgerows.
A line of poplars to the west have been inexpertly lopped and are now 
minor detractors.
The area is overlooked by the adjacent linear housing estates, railway 
and footpaths but is not widely visible due to the enclosing hedgerows 
and flat landform.
The area has some urban fringe characteristics with detractors such as 
railway infrastructure, the commercial area to the west and power lines 
to the south but is a well used local landscape separating Rogiet from 
the railway line and from Caldicot.
The area is designated as Green Wedge and as Amenity Open Space to 
the east and west.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area has high/medium sensitivity because it is floodplain and a well used local landscape 
of recreation and sports grounds as well as pasture with some public access which effectively 
separates residential areas of Rogiet from the railway line and from Caldicot.

Housing capacity Medium/low

The area has medium/low capacity for housing at its function as a well used local landscape 
separating built-up areas should be retained along with its function as floodplain.

Visual and sensory Moderate

Aspect area value

SLA

WHS

Historical landscapes 75% outstanding, 25% high

Site CA06 Settlement: Caldicot

Visual and sensory sensitivity The visual and sensory sensitivity is high
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Comments mix of pasture, recreation ground, sports ground and derelict industrial site

Prominence/ importance not applicable Complexity

Comments -

views to the settlement from the railway line

views from adjacent residents and from footpaths and open 
spaces into area

Site observation medium

Comments intervisible with the railway and adjacent settlement although not widely 
visible. Structures on the area may be visible from the Rogiet Road to the 
north

people other

Views of development many 270 Presence of people frequent

Summary medium/low

Comments the presence of settlement,use of recreation grounds  and informal 
thefootpaths, and railway reduce tranquillity

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks -

Detractors commercial area to west and railway infrastructure, power lines to the 
south, butchered poplars, floodlights for rugby pitch

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

SAC NNR SINC

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr) Yes

SSSI RAMSAR

Characteristics

Landform low lying flat land in floodplain

Landcover mix of pasture, recreation ground, sports ground, allotments and derelict 
industrial site

Pattern

Settlement pattern none

Woodland cover outgrown hedgerows and butchered line of poplars in open space to the 
west

Boundaries irregular medium-size fields with outgrown hedgerows

Presence of water Comments drain on southern edge

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure moderately open

Diversity diverse

Noise sources
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...with settlement some ...with wider landscape limited

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area appears to be managed as part of a wider land holding including 
the area to the north [CA7] and the sports ground and footpaths appear well 
used

Nature of edge negative Form of edge smooth/linear

Comments the adjacent settlement edge is of 20th-century housing estates of limited 
merit and mediocre character

Corridor?

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape limited

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area is overlooked by settlement separating Rogiet and Caldicot

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Comments development in either the eastern part of this area or in CA7 to the north 
would make the other area more vulnerable to development and may 
compromise the viability of the farming unit

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually?

...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high/medium

high/medium

medium

Comments the area is overlooked by housing, the railway and footpaths running through 
and adjacent

Receptors

urban residents

long distance/public footpaths

roads/rail/cycleways

Receptors 

Other factors -

Potential Improvements restore derelict area to the south to open space, woodland or 
allotments

Other
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CCA Number CCA9

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 60% low, 30% high, 10% moderate

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats Moderate

Cultural landscapes Moderate

Designations

Landscape designations 
comments

all in Green Wedge

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Summary

Key characteristics Very gentle sloping land rising from the south to the north east corner 
and also to Ifton Manor Farm.
The pastures are generally medium in scale bordered by outgrown 
hedgerows with low-cut hedgerows along the Rogiet Road.
The area is overlooked by the adjacent linear housing estates, roads 
including the M48 and sloping land to the north and has a minor focus of 
Ifton Manor Farm on rising ground..
A public footpath runs from Ifton Manor Farm to Caldicot.
The area is designated as Green Wedge.

Landscape sensitivity Medium

The area has medium sensitivity because it is a local pastoral landscape with some public 
access which effectively separates residential areas of Rogiet from Caldicot.

Housing capacity Medium/low

The area has a medium/low capacity for housing as it needs to maintain it openness 
separating the residential areas of Rogiet from Caldicot. The only development that might be 
acceptable in the long-term may be one which retains the majority of the area as a 
permanent multi-functional open space separating the settlements with a positive settlement 
edge on both sides.  Functions could include food production, informal recreation, sports and 
nature conservation. This area would link into the open floodplain area to the south.

Visual and sensory Moderate

Aspect area value

SLA

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

SSSI RAMSAR

Historical landscapes High

Site CA07 Settlement: Caldicot

Visual and sensory sensitivity The visual and sensory sensitivity is high
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Comments pasture

Prominence/ importance apparent Complexity

Comments outgrown hedgerow to the south of Rogiet Road forms skyline when viewed 
from the road

area forms open land across which adjacent settlements can be 
viewed

area overlooked by adjacent residents

Site observation medium

Comments area intervisible with M48, settlement and rising land to the north

roads

Views of development many 270 Presence of people frequent

Summary medium/low

Comments adjacent M48 and busy Rogiet Road plus views of adjacent settlements 
reduce tranquillity

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape limited

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area appears to be managed as part of a wider land holding including 
the area to the south [CA6] and footpaths appear well used

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks Ifton Manor Farm forms a minor focus

Detractors M48 adjacent and commercial premises to the north west

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Floodplain (100yr) Yes
Characteristics

Landform very gentle sloping land rising from the south to the north east corner and also to 
Ifton Manor Farm

Landcover pasture dissected by Rogiet Road

Pattern

Settlement pattern none

Woodland cover no trees, just overgrown hedgerows

Boundaries irregular small to medium-size pasture fields with a combination of outgrown 
and low-cut hedgerows [the latter adjacent to roads]

Presence of water Comments -

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure open

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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Nature of edge negative Form of edge smooth/linear

Comments the adjacent settlement edge is of 20th-century housing estates of limited 
merit and mediocre character

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area is overlooked by settlement separating Rogiet and Caldicot and 
from the slopes to the north

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Comments development in either this area or the eastern part of CA6 to the south 
would make the other area more vulnerable to development and may 
compromise the viability of the farming unit

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually?

...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high/medium

high/medium

high

high

Comments the area is most frequently viewed from the M48 and Rogiet Road but also from 
adjacent residents, footpath and from rural residents to the north of the M48

Receptors

urban residents

roads/rail/cycleways

long distance/public footpaths

rural residents

Receptors 

Other factors  a small area is in floodplain

Potential Improvements -

Other
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CCA Number CCA19

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes High

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats Moderate

Cultural landscapes High

Designations

Landscape designations 
comments

-

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

listed structures and buildings at Dewstow House to the north 
east of the area

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens Yes

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting Yes

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Summary

Key characteristics Rising hillside north of the levels with a range of small to large 
improved pasture fields with some degraded hedgerows and fences.
Tree cover is provided adjacent to the area by mature parkland 
coniferous and deciduous trees in Dewstow House grounds to the north 
east and by a substantial deciduous tree belt to the west. Trees also lie 
at Ifton Crest.
All of the above tree belts are prominent on the local skyline.
The area is separated from the settlement by the M48 with only one 
dwelling- Ifton Crest is an isolated bungalow.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area is of high/medium sensitivity because it is a distinct open hillside highly visible from 
the M48 forming part of the rural backcloth behind the lower lying linear settlements below.  
Adjacent trees form the local skyline contributing  positively to the local landscape character.

Housing capacity Low

The area has low capacity for housing as it is part of the open rural rising backcloth which is 
locally prominent and clearly separated from the main settlement by the M48.

Visual and sensory High

Aspect area value

SLA

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

SSSI RAMSAR

Historical landscapes 45% high, 55% moderate

Site CA08 Settlement: Caldicot

Visual and sensory sensitivity The visual and sensory sensitivity is high
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Comments pasture with one dwelling and curtilage

Prominence/ importance prominent Complexity

Comments adjacent trees to the north east and to the west form skyline when viewed 
from the south including M48

-

view of area from settlement edges and from Rogiet Road

Site observation high

Comments prominent rising hillside visible from the south

roads

Views of development some Presence of people infrequent

Summary medium

Comments whilst rural the area is affected by the M48 and views of settlement to the 
south

...with settlement none ...with wider landscape none

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area may be managed as part of a wider land holding including the area 
to the south [CA7] but has no public access

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks -

Detractors M48

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Floodplain (100yr)
Characteristics

Landform rising hillside north of the levels

Landcover pasture with one dwelling and curtilage

Pattern

Settlement pattern single dwelling

Woodland cover limited tree cover on the field boundaries with more significant cover at 
Dewstow House to the north east and bordering the quarries to the west

Boundaries small to large pasture fields with some degraded hedgerows

Presence of water Comments -

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure open

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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Nature of edge Form of edge

Comments n/a

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape limited

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area forms part of a green backcloth to the settlements of Caldicot and 
Rogiet

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Comments -

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually?

...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

medium

medium

high/medium

Comments and receptors are users of the M48, Rogiet Road and Dewstow Road and the 
settlement edge to the south

Receptors

roads/rail/cycleways

rural residents

urban residents

Receptors 

Other factors -

Potential Improvements reinstate hedges with additional trees

Other
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CCA Number CCA19

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes High

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats Almost all moderate

Cultural landscapes High

Designations

Landscape designations 
comments

-

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

Dewstow House and associated features such as grotto and 
'underground garden' are listed

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens Yes

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting Yes

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building Yes

SAC NNR SINC

Summary

Key characteristics Golf course on rising hillside north of the levels.
Mature vegetation and trees lie around listed Dewstow House with its 
gardens and immature mixed tree planting belts define fairways.
The area forms skyline when viewed from south including M48 and 
forms part of a green backcloth to the settlement.
The area is well used as a golf course and is disturbed by the M48 
reducing tranquillity.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area is of high/medium sensitivity because it is a distinct open hillside highly visible from 
the M48 forming part of the rural backcloth behind the lower lying linear settlements below. 
Trees form the local skyline contributing  positively to the local landscape character.

Housing capacity Low

The area has low capacity for housing as it is part of the open rural rising backcloth which is 
locally prominent and clearly separated from the main settlement by the M48.

Visual and sensory High

Aspect area value

SLA

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr)

SSSI Yes RAMSAR

Characteristics

Landform rising hillside north of the levels

Landcover golf course

Historical landscapes Moderate

Site CA09 Settlement: Caldicot

Visual and sensory sensitivity The visual and sensory sensitivity is high
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Comments golf course

Prominence/ importance prominent Complexity simple

Comments area, especially trees form skyline when viewed from south including M48

-

-

Site observation medium

Comments intervisible with settlement to south in parts

roads

Views of development one side 180 Presence of people frequent

Summary medium

Comments the area is well used as a golf course and is disturbed by the M48 reducing 
tranquillity

...with settlement limited ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? none

Comments the golf course is a self contained land use continuing to the north. A public 
footpath across the course links into the settlement across the M48.

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks Dewstow House and gardens

Detractors M48 adjacent

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area forms part of a green backcloth to the settlement of Caldicot

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually?

...functionally?

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Pattern

Settlement pattern golf course related structures

Woodland cover mature vegetation around Dewstow House and immature mixed tree 
planting belts defining fairways

Boundaries hedges only remain on the edges of the area

Presence of water Comments pond

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure relatively open due to views to south

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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Nature of edge neutral Form of edge smooth/linear

Comments the unsightly settlement edge is screened and mitigated by tree belts

Comments -

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

medium

medium

high/medium

Comments the area is viewed from the M48, by users of public footpaths and by settlement 
residents

Receptors

roads/rail/cycleways

long distance/public footpaths

urban residents

Receptors 

Other factors -

Potential Improvements increase deciduous tree cover and decrease conifers

Other
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CCA Number CCA19

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes High

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats Moderate

Cultural landscapes High

Designations

Landscape designations 
comments

-

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

Brockwell Meadows SSSI adjacent

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Summary

Key characteristics Quarry on hill with quarry faces, hard standings, grass, scrub and trees.
Trees lie on boundaries and in unexcavated core of the area- 'Woodland 
Valley'.
Hedges on boundaries to the south and west- gappy elsewhere.
The quarry is not visible from Caldicot but forms part of the backcloth 
to Caerwent forming the skyline in places.
The area lies in open countryside separated from settlement.

Landscape sensitivity Medium

The area has medium sensitivity as though it is intrinsically of low visual value as a degraded 
landscape it lies in open countryside on a hillside forming the skyline above Caerwent and has 
some elements of value including tree belts.

Housing capacity Medium/low

The area has a medium/low capacity for housing as it forms part of the open countryside and  
is skyline in places on a hillside. They may be very limited opportunity for a couple of single 
houses where at present there are buildings but these should not be allowed to suburbanise 
the area.

Visual and sensory Low

Aspect area value

SLA

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route Yes

Other

Floodplain (100yr)

SSSI RAMSAR

Characteristics

Landform quarry on hill

Historical landscapes Almost all moderate

Site CA10 Settlement: Caldicot

Visual and sensory sensitivity The visual and sensory sensitivity is medium
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Comments derelict quarry

Prominence/ importance prominent Complexity simple

Comments the quarry lies on a hill and forms the skyline

-

the area is not visible from Caldicot but forms part of the 
backcloth to Caerwent

Site observation high

Comments visible from valley to the north

other

Views of development some Presence of people infrequent

Summary medium

Comments the degraded nature of the quarry redues its tranquillity

...with settlement none ...with wider landscape none

...with adjacent assessed area? limited

Comments the use is self contained

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks -

Detractors the rock faces are detractors

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

...with settlement limited ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area is part of the hillsides south of Caerwent

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually?

...functionally?

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Landcover hard standings, grass, scrub and trees

Pattern

Settlement pattern one house in core of area

Woodland cover trees on boundaries and in unexcavated core of the area- 'Woodland Valley'

Boundaries hedges on boundaries to the south and west- gappy elsewhere

Presence of water Comments -

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure moderately enclosed to south and open to north

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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Nature of edge Form of edge

Comments n/a

Comments -

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high/medium

high/medium

high

medium

Comments the area is visible on the hillsides to residents, PROW users through the site and 
from adjacent roads

Receptors

urban residents

rural residents

long distance/public footpaths

roads/rail/cycleways

Receptors 

Other factors the area lies in open countryside separated from settlement.

Potential Improvements management to create woodland

Other
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CCA Number CCA19

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 60% high, 40% moderate

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats Moderate

Cultural landscapes High, Celtic Trail (High) runs thru

Designations

Landscape designations 
comments

-

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

Brockwell Meadows SSSI to west

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Summary

Key characteristics Sloping valley sides of pastoral and arable land use with horse pasture 
in places.
Small and medium sized irregular fields with a mix of low cut and 
outgrown hedgerows and timber fences for horses  in places.
Upper Rodge Wood lies to the west and trees are found on boundaries 
to fields to the south east.
Semi-rural settlement on lanes including those related to former quarry.
The area is generally not visible from Caldicot but forms part of the 
backcloth to Caerwent.
Part of Brockwell Meadows SSSI lies to the west.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area has high/medium sensitivity as it lies in open countryside on a hillside forming the 
skyline above Caerwent and has some elements of value including meadows and tree belts. 
The area is also separated from Caldicot by the M48.

Housing capacity Low

The area has low capacity for housing as it lies in open countryside on a hillside forming the 
skyline above Caerwent  and clearly separated from the main settlement by the M48.

Visual and sensory High

Aspect area value

SLA

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route Yes

Other

SSSI Yes RAMSAR

Historical landscapes 45% high, 55% moderate

Site CA11 Settlement: Caldicot

Visual and sensory sensitivity The visual and sensory sensitivity is high
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Comments pastoral and arable with horse pasture in places

Prominence/ importance prominent Complexity simple

Comments the eastern part of the area forms a local skyline

-

the area is generally not visible from Caldicot but forms part of 
the backcloth to Caerwent

Site observation high

Comments visible from valley to the north

roads

Views of development some Presence of people infrequent

Summary medium

Comments the area is bounded by the M48 in cutting to the north which reduces 
tranquillity and is crossed and bounded by minor roads and a disused quarry

...with settlement none ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? limited

Comments the area may be managed as part of a wider land holding and has limted 
public access which also does not link directly to the settlement

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks -

Detractors -

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Floodplain (100yr)
Characteristics

Landform sloping valley sides

Landcover pastoral and arable

Pattern

Settlement pattern semi-rural settlement on lanes including those related to quarry

Woodland cover Upper Rodge Wood to the west and trees on boundaries to fields to the 
south east

Boundaries small and medium sized irregular fields with a mix of low cut and outgrown 
hedgerows. Also timber fences in places.

Presence of water Comments -

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure moderately open

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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Nature of edge Form of edge

Comments n/a

...with settlement limited ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area is part of the hillsides south of Caerwent

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Comments -

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually?

...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high

high

high

medium

Comments the area is visible on the hillsides to residents, PROW users through the site and 
from adjacent roads including the M48

Receptors

rural residents

urban residents

long distance/public footpaths

roads/rail/cycleways

Receptors 

Other factors -

Potential Improvements -

Other
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CCA Number CCA19

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 50% high, 50% moderate

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats 70% moderate, 30% high

Cultural landscapes High, Celtic Trail (High) runs thru

Designations

Landscape designations 
comments

-

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

Nedern Brooks SSSI covers the valley floor

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Yes Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Summary

Key characteristics Valley floor, floodplain and lower valley sides.
Wetland grassland alongside Nedern Brook and irregular small to 
medium scale fields with gappy low cut hedges.
Some riparian trees with a few trees on field boundaries including 
willow.
The area is overlooked by Caerwent and the M48 which reduce 
tranquillity.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area has high/medium sensitivity as part is a nature conservation resource around Nedern 
Brook as an SSSI as well as being a floodplain and the area forms countryside of open 
character separated from the main settlement by the M48 which overlooks the area.

Housing capacity Medium/low

The area has medium/low capacity for housing s part is a nature conservation resource around 
Nedern Brook as an SSSI as well as being a floodplain and the area forms countryside of open 
character separated from the main settlement by the M48 which overlooks the area. Housing 
would adversely affect the characteristics of most of the area and nature conservation value. 
However there may be very limited opportunities to the north adjacent to Caerwent avoiding 
the flood plain.

Visual and sensory Moderate

Aspect area value

SLA

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route Yes

Other

SSSI Yes RAMSAR

Historical landscapes High

Site CA12 Settlement: Caldicot

Visual and sensory sensitivity The visual and sensory sensitivity is high
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Comments mainly pasture with arable

Prominence/ importance not applicable Complexity

Comments -

Caldicot visible on skyline to the south with Caerwent housing 
edge directly to the west

view from settlement edge

Site observation medium

Comments the area is intervisible to and from adjacent valley sides and with the M48

roads

Views of development one side 180 Presence of people occasional

Summary medium

Comments the M48 and A48 and views of the edge of Caerwent and Caldicot reduce 
tranquillity

...with settlement none ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area appears to be managed as part of a wider land holding and no 
public rights of way linking the settlement with the wider countryside. The 
valley floor is part of a wider SSSI.

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks -

Detractors M48

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Floodplain (100yr) Yes
Characteristics

Landform valley floor, floodplain and lower valley sides

Landcover pasture and wetland grassland and arable

Pattern

Settlement pattern a few rural dwellings limited to the edge of the valley floor

Woodland cover some riparian trees with a few trees on field boundaries including willow

Boundaries irregular and regular medium to large sized fields with mainly low-cut hedges, 
some gappy

Presence of water Comments Nedern Brook and drains with standing water in winter

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure generally open including to the M48

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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Nature of edge Form of edge

Comments the settlement edge of Caerwent appears as fairly uniform estate 
development

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area is overlooked by the settlement of Caerwent

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Comments -

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually?

...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high/medium

high/medium

medium

Comments the main receptors are adjacent residents and the users of the M48

Receptors

urban residents

rural residents

roads/rail/cycleways

Receptors 

Other factors -

Potential Improvements -

Other
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CCA Number CCA11

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes High

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats 85% low, 15% moderate

Cultural landscapes Moderate, Celtic Trail (High) runs thru

Designations

Landscape designations 
comments

Amenity Open Space

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Summary

Key characteristics Gently sloping hill top pasture, allotments and trees.
Strong mixed tree cover including larches along M48 and deciduous 
woodland copse lying centrally.
The area is generally well screened by settlement to the south and 
trees to the north although there are glimpse views from the M48 which 
reduces tranquillity.
The area appears well used for recreation [apart from the pastures] 
including cycleway/footpath linking to wider landscape to the north.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area has a high/medium sensitivity as it forms a well used green buffer between the 
settlement to the south and the M48 to the north consisting of allotments, open space and 
pasture. The tree cover is particularly of value in creating a green edge to the settlement.

Housing capacity Low

The area has low capacity for housing as any additional housing would adversely affect the 
area's character, potentially compromise its use and reduce its value as a green buffer.

Visual and sensory Moderate

Aspect area value

SLA

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route Yes

Other

Floodplain (100yr)

SSSI RAMSAR

Characteristics

Landform gently sloping hill top

Landcover pasture, allotments and trees

Historical landscapes High

Site CA13 Settlement: Caldicot

Visual and sensory sensitivity The visual and sensory sensitivity is high
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Comments pasture, allotments and trees

Prominence/ importance apparent Complexity

Comments area acts as skyline to users of M48 adjacent in cutting

view of settlement edge from M48 across area

-

Site observation low

Comments the area is generally well screened by settlement to the south and trees to 
the north although there are glimpse views from the M48

roads

Views of development one side 180 Presence of people frequent

Summary medium/low

Comments the M48 runs adjacent, the settlement is clearly visible to the south and 
people use the area for allotment gardens and recreation

...with settlement significant ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? limited

Comments the area may be managed as part of a wider land holding, is used for 
recreation and allotments by adjacent residents and has a public right of 
way/cycleway which run to the north

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks -

Detractors M48 adjacent

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape limited

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area is important to the northern edge of Caldicot enclosing it from the 
M48

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Pattern

Settlement pattern isolated houses to the east [Sharpy Cottages]

Woodland cover strong mixed tree cover including larches along M48 and deciduous 
woodland copse

Boundaries trees and fences

Presence of water Comments -

Scale small

Sense of enclosure enclosed

Diversity diverse

Noise sources
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Nature of edge neutral Form of edge moderately indented

Comments the settlement edge is mitigated significantly by trees within the area

Comments -

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually?

...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high/medium

high/medium

high

Comments the area is overlooked by adjacent residents, users of the M48 and by 
footpath/cycleway users

Receptors

urban residents

roads/rail/cycleways

long distance/public footpaths

Receptors 

Other factors -

Potential Improvements -

Other
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